
COURSE DESCRIPTION AND ADVANCE READING ASSIGNMENT 
 
 

PT 770 
“Pastoral Leadership” 

(Spring 2017) 
Mondays, 9-12 

 
Instructor 

The Rev’d H. L. Thompson III, DMin (Laurie) 
Trinity School for Ministry 

311 Eleventh Street 
Ambridge, PA 15003 

(724) 266-3838 ext 209 (office phone) 
lthompson@tsm.edu 
(724) 601-3522 (cell) 

 
 

Credits 
3 units 

 
 
 

I.  Course Description 
 

“This course is intended to help students understand the multidimensional nature of pastoral 
leadership and to formulate a strategic pathway for their leadership in the Christian mission 

utilizing their own giftedness and person.   The course will look at leadership that is biblically 
and theologically coherent, missionally effective, and easily accessible to ongoing evaluation and 

redesign. Emphasis will be given to obstacles to effective leadership including dealing with 
conflict and antagonists, observation of key elements of church culture, strategies for effective 

administration, and entrepreneurial stewardship. “ 

mailto:lthompson@tsm.edu
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II. COURSE OBJECTIVES: 
  
This course is predicated on the assumption that leadership is a dynamic reality that grows out of 
a Christian vision to see transformation of Christian communities and individuals. Leaders assume 
the role of prophet, priest and pastor and in each of these they need to show competence and 
character.  Thus, the course objectives intend to have an impact on: 
 
 A. Changes in what I KNOW: 

 1. I will have reflected on Christian leadership, looking and engaging Nehemiah in particular. 
  Assessment: Class discussion, Journaling on Nehemiah.  
 

2. I will have read some current views of leadership, both secular and theological in 
perspective 

  Assessment: Class discussion, Book reports of works by Terry, Collins, Beeley 
 
3. I will have learned the skill of setting an agenda for a vestry and staff, as well as how to 

read and use financial statements. 
  Assessment: Report on Vestry meeting you have attended; mock budget  
 
 4. I will have examined the constitutions and canons of my denomination and will be familiar 

with how they function. I will also be familiar with how they interface (or don’t) with local 
church bylaws.  

  Assessment: Completion of a short exercise asking you to apply appropriate canons to 
pastoral context along with your report of a vestry meeting or its equivalent 

 
  5. I will be aware of my MBTI preference description and how to understand it. I will also be 

aware of my DISC description and how to use it. 
  Assessment:  Class discussion 
 

B. As a leader I will have Changes in what I can DO: 

1. I will have grown in my ability to relate vision to the program of parish or ministry context.  
Assessment: Nehemiah Journal, final exam  
 

2. I will be clearer in my thinking about what can hold back effective leadership. 
  Assessment: Class discussions on March 27. 
 

3. I will have begun to use SBL style in my written work and started to learn the format 
depicted in the SBL Handbook of Style: 2nd Ed. (Atlanta: SBL, 2014).  
Assessment: Proper footnoting and Sources Consulted on book reviews 
 

4. I will have identified my MBTI type and my DISC using the appropriate instruments 
  Assessment:  April 10 assignment submission 
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 C. Changes in who we ARE: 

1. I will have examined my gifts and motivations for my leadership. 
Assessment: Journal reflections, class discussion and final exam 

 
2. I will have grown in my confidence of being a faithful and visionary leader in mission.  

Assessment: Journal reflections, class discussions and final exam 
 

3. I will have identified what are the priority objectives in my ministry and walk with Christ, 
so as to pursue a more fruitful ministry in the days to come. 
Assessment: Your articulation of a problem statement in a Post-seminar project 
 

III. COURSE OUTCOMES: 
 
Outcomes:  In a more enduring sense, the students will: 
• Recognize and identify the biblical theology evident in his/her work.  
• Be able to identify and articulate a leadership plan applicable to their distinct ministry. 
• To demonstrate the ability to reflect biblically and theologically about leadership. 
• Be able to effectively lead in a variety of Christian settings.   
 
These outcomes are the Macro outcomes for the whole degree program to which this course is aimed at 
getting you started 

 
IV.  COURSE METHODOLOGY 

A. Class sessions will include (1) lectures, (2) extended discussion arising from the 
relationship between the required readings and the students’ ministry situations, and 
(3) planned exercises for experiential learning. Attendance at class sessions will be 
required.  
 

  B. Each student will submit: 

 1. Please put these together in Google classroom for this class.  
 
 Three book reviews, 1000-1200 words (double-spaced) each of: a.] Collins, Jim, 

Good to Great. (HarperBusiness, 2001) AND Collins, Jim, Good to Great and the 
Social Sectors. (Jim Collins, 2005). Due: Feb 20th b.] Beeley, Christopher A., 
Leading God’s People. (Wm. B. Eerdmands Publishing C.,2012) Due: Mar. 27th 

 c..] Terry, Justyn. The Five Phases of Leadership (Whitchurch, 2016) Due Apr. 10  
 
 These should cover the following: 1] In summary, what does the book say? 

(describe) 2] What does it mean by what it is expressing? (interpret) 3] What is 
deficient about the book? What is strong about the book (analyze) 4] Is it 
worthwhile and helpful to you in ministry (evaluate)? In these reviews please make 
sure you describe what the authors are saying about the relationship between the 
biblical message and strategy. 

 
 b. Your journal notes on the readings in Nehemiah. This journal should show a 

close reading of the text looking at the topic of the day assigned. Reflect on where 
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Christ can be seen through the Nehemiah story and where it fits in ultimately for us 
as New Testament Christians. Wrestle with how this book connects with your 
understanding of what leadership is.  Due April 24, 2017  

 
2. Your Myers Briggs Instrument & DISC, and a brief paragraph describing what you have 

learned about yourself, and your gifts. Due April 10 
3. A case study/Account of a vestry Meeting – Bring to class  a policy from your congregation 

and come prepared to discuss how it helps (or doesn’t) achieve the vision of the church 
Due May 1  

4. A Final Exam in which you will integrate learnings about leadership in a case study 
presented to you May 8 

 
IV. EVALUATION & GRADES 

Each student’s work will be evaluated on the basis of the expectations articulated above, 
including evidence of mastery of the required reading and its implications for ministry. 

 
 A   (95+) Work in this category will show full and informed coverage of  

the topic. It reveals awareness of different views and interpretations and the 
ability to assess and evaluate them. There will be close familiarity with primary 
and secondary literature and detailed and accurate references. The structure will 
be clear and coherent and will show development of ideas. There will be mature 
comment and analysis and an awareness of how the subject fits into the wider 
picture. The style will show a ‘sparkle’ and lightness of touch, which reflects a 
genuine engagement with the material. 

A- (90-94) This is still excellent work, and will show many of the above  
qualities, but without the ‘sparkle’ which marks out scripts getting the top award. 

      B+ (87-89) Work in this category will still show good coverage of the material and an 
awareness of different views. There will be a clear structure and evidence of the 
ability to assess viewpoints critically. Coverage will be adequate and comment 
competent without being outstanding. 

 B   (83-86) This kind of script will offer less incisive analysis of differing  
viewpoints and less full coverage. Comment and reflection will be adequate but 
lacking in the penetrating insights of more highly assessed work. 

      B- (80-82) Like category B, this work will show reasonable competence. It  
is still good work, but it will lack sparkle and show the ability to summarize the 
opinions of others rather than display originality and unusual insight. It will be 
accurate and coherent in its structure. 

 C+ (77-79) This category is marked by reasonable coverage, some  
awareness of differing views and some ability to comment. It will lack real 
analytical power and a wide awareness of the place of the subject in a wider 
context. There will be no serious inaccuracies or gross irrelevance but the abiding 
impression will be of adequacy rather than competence and of ability to 
summarize content rather than astuteness in analysis. 

 C   (73-76) Scripts in this category will show reasonable accuracy, basic  
knowledge of the material and an attempt to structure this, but beyond that will 
have few positive merits. Scripts will be relevant without imagination or real 
ability to analyze and comment on differing viewpoints. 

 C-  (70-72) This is the lowest category which is deemed a ‘pass’. Work  
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assessed at this grade will show just adequate knowledge of the material, some 
elementary structure but no comment or analysis. 

 D    (60-69) Work given this category falls short of the criteria outlined  
above. Both coverage and relevance will be unsatisfactory and there will be a 
lack of analysis and comment. Style will be pedestrian and the structure lacking 
in coherence. 

 F     (0-59) Work of this grade will show a complete failure. Scripts may  
be far too short, display complete irrelevance and gross inaccuracy, as well as 
complete ignorance of opposing viewpoints. Serious failures in grammar, 
spelling etc. might well be further evidence of work at this level.  Any use of 
others’ materials without footnoting constitutes plagiarism and therefore will be a 
failure. 

 
This is intended only as a guide rather than as a set of rules. I trust, however, it will indicate what 
a particular grade means and suggest what steps might be taken to achieve higher grades. As a 
rule of thumb:  C grades: are for summarizing the reading (describing well what was said); B 
grades: are for summarizing and interpreting the reading (describing and then explaining) 
A grades: are for arguments that use summaries and comments (describing, interpreting, 
analyzing and evaluating what you read) 
 
Assessment Grid for class (point total of a hundred) 

Book review 
1 of Leading 
Gods people 

Book  review 
2 of Good to 
Great 

Journaling 
Notes on 
Nehemiah 

Exercise on 
Canons &  
Application 

Book  review 
3 of  5 
Phases of 
Leadership 

Final Exam  Class 
participation 

20 20 20 10 10 10 10 
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V. SCHEDULE 
 
Date Topic Assignment  
Jan. 23 Hearing a calling to 

face a need 
Good to Great,  
1-65 

Nehemiah 1-2:  

Jan. 30 Hearing God Good to Great,  
66-119 

Nehemiah 3 

Feb. 6 Hearing Ourselves Good to Great,  
112-187 

Nehemiah 4 

Feb. 13 Hearing the people Good to Great  
187-210 

Nehemiah 5 

Feb. 20 Facing the 
problems 

Leading God’s People, Ch. 1 Nehemiah 6 
Book review 1 
Due 

Feb. 27 Embracing the 
resources 

Leading God’s People, Ch. 2 Nehemiah 7 

Mar. 6 Reading Week – 
no classes 

Leading God’s People, Ch. 3 Catch up! 

Mar. 13 Music & 
management: How 
bad planning can 
ruin worship 

Leading God’s People, Ch. 4 Nehemiah 8  
Guest lecturer, 
Preston Athey 

Mar. 20 Managing Friendly 
Finances: don’t be 
frightened of the 
spreadsheet 

Leading God’s People, Ch. 5 Nehemiah 9 
 
Guest lecturer, 
Preston Athey 

Mar. 27 Managing Conflict 5 Phases of leadership, 1-84 Book review 2 
due 

Apr. 3 Metrics of Church 
Life: 
Using Gantt Charts 

5 Phases of leadership, 85-
150 

Nehemiah 10-11 
 
Guest lecturer: 
John &  Chelsea 
Corbet 

Apr. 10 Polarity 
Management 

Take MBTI & DISC 
Take DiSC online: 
https://www.123test.com/disc-
personality- test/ 

Book review 3 
due 

Apr. 17 Holy Week – no 
classes 

 Pray! 

Apr. 24 Myers Briggs & 
Your gifts 

Nehemiah - Journal Notes 
Due 

 

May 1 Policies & Canon 
Law 

Exercise on Canons in Case 
studies 

 

May 8 Final exam   
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VI. REQUIRED READING: Everyone is expected to read the following pages: 
 (Please Note: Our TSM bookstore is happy to help and has all of these materials readily 
available) 
 
Beeley, Christopher A. Leading God’s People: Wisdom from the Early Church for Today. Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 2012 
 
Collins, Jim. Good to Great and the Social Sectors: A Monograph to Accompany Good to Great. 1st ed. 
HarperCollins, 2005. 35 pages.  
ISBN-13 978-0-9773264-0-2 
 
Collins, Jim. Good to Great. 1st Ed. HarperCollins. 2001. 300 pages 
 ISBN -13 978-0-662099-2 
 
Terry, Justyn. The Five Phases of Leadership. Ambridge: Whitchurch, 2016.  166 pages. 
ISBN 978-0-9905676-8-4 
 
 
VII. OTHER RESOURCES: None of these is required. They are provided as a helpful list for 
further reading. Those with an * I would have required had I had less mercy in my heart.  
 
TRUST & LEADERSHIP  
 
Allison, C. FitzSimons. Trust in an Age of Arrogance. Eugene: Wipf & Stock, 2010. 180 pages.  
ISBN 13:978-1-60608-555-4.  
 
Aim of Reading: To engage Bishop Allison’s thinking on the intersection of the misplaced trust  
of our age in the environment of Sadducean arrogance and Pharisaical self-righteousness.  
 
*Covey, Stephen M.R. The Speed of Trust: The One Thing That Changes Everything.  
New York: Free Press, 2006. 354 pages. ISBN-13: 978-0-7432-9730-1.  
 
Aim of Reading: To examine the significance of trust for society, church and Christian  
leadership. Covey argues that nothing is more crucial to leadership than in understanding what trust 
is and creating an environment of trust in which people can function. Although the text is written 
for a broad audience, the application for ministry is hopefully obvious.  
 
Gibbs, Eddie. Leadership Next. Downers Grove: IVP, 2005.230 pages. ISBN 0-8308-3283-1.  
 
Aim of Reading: To redefine leadership in ministry today. In the words of Dr. Gibbs, it must go  
“beyond. “preserving the inherited institution,.. ideology-driven evangelism, ..dispensing  
information, ..the controlling hierarchy, personal self-realization, ..the inwardly-focused  
church.” This book focuses on a new approach to ministerial leadership.  
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*Johnson, Barry. Polarity Management: Identifying and Managing Unsolvable Problems.  
Amherst: HRD Press, 1992. 267 pages. ISBN 0-87425-176-1.  
 
Aim of Reading: To provide a way in which to look at “balance” in Christian life and  
leadership. This book was written by a Professor of Organizational Development and Human  
Resource Development at the University of Toledo and has been popular among the consultants for 
the Alban Institute. Its thesis has been the most helpful concept to the course professor in his parish 
ministry and congregational leadership over the past twenty five years.  
 
Marty, Martin E. Building Cultures of Trust. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 
2010. 212 pages. ISBN 0-8028-6546-1/ISBN-13 978-0802865465.  
 
Aim of Reading: To provide a systematic and biblical reflection on the subject of trust and 
leadership. Marty states:“The Bible is mainly a textbook of examples and cautions about the risk of 
trusting”(50). The first 97 pages will be the focus of our discussion.  
 
 
McNeal, Reggie. A Work of the Heart: Understanding How God Shapes Spiritual Leaders.  
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2000. 203 pages. ISBN 978-1-118-10318-0.  
Aim of reading: To help readers “look under the hood, at the engine of our lives and leadership-our 
heart-and show(s) us what it takes to lead with increasing clarity and confidence…” (Zander).  
 
 
Thrall, Bill & Bruce McNicol, and Ken McElrath. The Ascent of a Leader: How Ordinary Relationships 
Develop Extraordinary Character and Influence. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,1999. 203 pages. ISBN 978-0-
7879-4766-8. 
 
Aim of Reading: To present a process for developing character and influence in your ministry. 
 
LISTENING  
 
Long, Anne. Listening. London: Darton, Longman & Todd. 1990. 187 Pages. ISBN 0-232-51834-3.  
 
Aim of Reading: To provide an opportunity to think about “listening and learning to hear in the 
context of our daily lives” (Long xiii). Ministry frequently becomes so hectic and demanding that 
leaders begin to fail to listen, to themselves, to others, to others, to their world and to God. This 
book challenges Christian leaders to refocus and hone listening abilities and skills. The author, Anne 
Long, is a minister of the Church of England who taught at St. John’s, Nottingham.  
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